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I feel like my voice can’t
be heard, and no matter
how hard I metaphorically
shout it never will be
Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17

I believe most of the times
young people’s voice are
not heard enough… this
pandemic has disrupted
the lives of many young
people across the country.
I think it is very important
to listen to how young
people are feeling to find
out the about how they
are coping with this pandemic

C ove r p i c by C H O

Participant 6 in Leeds, 20

We’ve all heard it: this is an unprecedented
time. Truth is, no-one has ever experienced
anything like this in our lifetimes. It’s been
a shock to the system - in all senses - and
we’re still right in the thick of it, not sure
what this ‘new normal’ that everyone keeps
asserting we’re moving to will actually look
like in practice.
What is clear, and can be felt right through
this report, is that young people are
struggling to find a place where their
voices, feelings and experiences fit into
building this ‘new normal’.
There is no doubt that, in dealing with
this pandemic, the need to band together,
be adaptable and make allowances, is
higher than ever. There is also no doubt
whatsoever that we need to protect the
most vulnerable in society in whatever
way we can. Whilst coronavirus’ impact is
universal, its effects are not uniform.
Take the Temperature’s focus on young
people is not to act as a diversion from
those in immediate need. Rather it aims to
encourage conversations about how the
pandemic is affecting young people, whilst
establishing methods through which a
more-inclusive economy (the public, private
and third sectors) can help young people
deal with this pandemic now. This is so
that when tomorrow comes, when we see
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FO REW ORD

the long-lasting impact of this virus, they
will be ready to forge a better future, not
just for themselves, but for society as a
whole.
Their inclusion in building this ‘new normal’,
and the policy level decisions which will
drive it, is essential, not only for fostering
a more positive outlook on the future, but
as an opportunity to harness a generation
so keen to participate, to have a seat at
our democratic table. Whilst this crisis has
exposed inequality and highlighted those
who most need aid - the future planning it
has provoked leaves us with an opportunity
to reset and recover.
The young people we spoke to certainly
agreed: 92% said that this could be a
moment to change society for the better.
Read, share, learn from and implement
from this report, and be right
alongside them.

ANisa
morrIDADI
Founder & CEO, Beatfreeks
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about
beatfreeks

www.beatfreeks.com
@Beatfreeks
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NATIONAL YOUTH TRENDS gives
unprecedented insight into what it means
to be a young person living in the UK
today. It’s a flagship research project
produced by Beatfreeks and co-created
with young people.

BEATFREEKS is an engagement and
insight agency with a growing community
of young creatives.

It collects data holistically: noting how
the seemingly separate parts of our lives
can influence each other.

We work with brands, government and
funders who see value in sharing power
with young people.

It inspires an inclusive economy: where
the private, public and third sectors are
all held accountable to the thoughts,
needs and desires of young people.

Our model is simple: the more young
people exercise their influence through
their creativity, the more relevant
institutions become and the more they can
shape the world together.

It continually closes the loop with
participants - displaying change (and
stagnation) as a result of young people
voicing their opinions.

www.beatfreeksyouthtrends.com
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introduction
Take the Temperature is a report about the broad impact of coronavirus and
its aftershocks on young people across the UK. During late March and early
April 2020, we surveyed 1535 young people, recruited 11 young ‘Isolation
Diary’ participants, and countless industry professionals. With support from
research partners Anousheh Haghdadi, Andy Mycock & Tom Loughran we
analysed the fieldwork data and established 5 key trends which we believe
will continue to shape the lives of young people across the UK, and which
are a product of the pandemic.
We have made 14 recommendations for implementation across the public,
private and third sectors, which we believe will help the voices, experiences,
and hopes of young people shape the ‘new normal’ in the wake of COVID-19.
Our research shows that although the impact of COVID-19 has been
universal - it has touched the lives of all of those living the UK - its effects are
not uniform. As such, young people cannot be treated as a homogeneous
group during the pandemic. Every young person’s personal circumstances
bring their own set of challenges.
This noted, our research indicates that young people have played a vital
role in the collective response to the pandemic and, proved willing to
play their part in complying with the lockdown whilst staying healthy and
helping others. This says so much about the pro-social attitudes of this
generation, particularly as they are currently experiencing uncertainty
in future prospects, and have had few opportunities to shape narratives
presented about them in the media. In spite of the strain on their personal
relationships, and the effect on their mental health, this pandemic has
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Participant 6
in Leeds, 20

brought out the best in young people across the UK.
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summary
OUR FIVE KEY FINDINGS:
PASS THE REMOTE (information, news consumption, compliance)
· 91% of our respondents said that they are strictly adhering
to government advice.
· 80% of young people are getting their information through
traditional news / media outlets and the Prime Minister’s broadcast
updates, as opposed to social media.
· Young people are actively monitoring the effect of news
consumption on their mental health.
COMING TOGETHER? (relationships)
· Positive friendships are fostering more positive outlooks on what
the future holds.
· Negative strain on young people’s family relationships is leaving 		
them less equipped to deal with the pandemic.
· Use of social media and the internet has increased, with positive
and negative impacts.

LOCK UP & DOWN (mental health issues)
· 65% of young people said they were worried about their mental 		
health in light of COVID-19, compared to the national picture of 20%
· 83% of respondents reported being more worried than they
normally would be.
· The most popular way young people are dealing with their mental
health issues is by communicating with each other.
THE NEW NORMAL? (social responsibility, volunteering, youth voice)
· Young people are most worried about the impact of the crisis on
wider society (vulnerable people, the NHS, economic crisis).
· 51% of young people are making more effort than they normally 		
would to help those in need.
· Young people are conscious of how brands and businesses will act
during the crisis, calling on them to play a social role.
· Decision-makers are not engaging with young people.
TIMES OF TRANSITION (education, work, the future)
· There is a huge disparity in young people’s current experience of 		
their education.
· 58% of our respondents have said that Covid-19 has left them 		
unsure about their futures.
· Those worst affected are at a time of transition, and are now
unsure of what future steps they can take.
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FIVE KEY RECOMMENDATIONS (read full recommendations here):
· Central Government needs to establish a National Young Person’s
Response Unit: a cross-sector and cross-issue body, bringing 		
together third sector organisations, public sector policy-makers and
DCMS’s Youth Steering Panel.
· Local and Combined Authorities and businesses need to build 		
young people into their recovery task forces.
· Policy-makers, employers, educators and businesses need to 		
engage with, listen to, and address young people directly - they feel
like their concerns and questions have gone unanswered.
· Invest in, and protect budget for, developing youth mental health
services to support young people.
· Introduce statutory digital citizenship education programmes at
all levels to provide young people with the digital literacy to equip 		
them for life in the ‘new normal’.
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BY A LI CE EVA NSS

TRENDS
BY JEMIM A LONGC A K E

BY ARTH U R

INFORMATION,
NEWS CONSUMPTION,
COMPLIANCE

PASS
THE
REMOTE
BY C R E D O YSC

BY MUSK E E N
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As schools, colleges and universities
closed in late March, and through early
April as young people across the UK
moved into lockdown, mainstream news
was awash with the following headlines:
A Generational War Is Brewing Over
Coronavirus
‘Lower compliance’ to lockdown among
young, warns Michael Gove
Government polling, not released to
public, identifies teenagers as ‘problem’
group when it comes to compliance,
Telegraph learns
Police in England also released data in
late April suggesting that 9,000 people
have been fined for breaching lockdown
rules. The BBC reported that one third of
these were between the ages of 18 - 24.

I’m reading the news every day; I feel it’s
essential that I’m kept up to date with
everything so I can understand what the
Pandemic is all about.
Participant 5 in Glasgow, 19
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Whilst this statistic appears troubling,
it is references such as this - without
contextual evidence, and themes of
wider youth attitude - which allow
a small minority of young people to
stereotype the vast majority.

I believe that many news
outlets are using this
opportunity to scaremonger individuals

Contrary to the narrative portrayed in
some sections of the media, 91% of
our respondents said they were strictly
adhering to government advice: selfisolating, social distancing or attending
their jobs as key workers. Only 4 out of
1535 respondents openly said they are
ignoring the advice. Of those polled, 99%
correctly identified the two principal
symptoms of COVID-19 (as identified in
government messaging) and 85% knew
that they shouldn’t go to a doctor if they
get the virus.

the media creates an
atmosphere of mass
panic, and I feel like I
can get the information
I need from the official
government/NHS

Participant 6 in Leeds, 20

Participant 10 in Bristol, 24

Advice and information on coronavirus
is reaching young people and they are
listening. Contrary to popular belief,
80% of young people are getting their
information through traditional media
outlets. Many also watch the 10
Downing Street daily broadcast updates.
In this context, many young people trust
traditional media as opposed to social
media.
19
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There are, however, some interesting
tensions in young people’s attitudes
to the news. Although most young
people are accessing news through
traditional sources, they remain critical
of the approach of mainstream media.
While 40% describe the news in the
context of coronavirus and necessary
and informing, 41% of respondents also
spoke about how media coverage is
perhaps over-dramatising the pandemic
and, as a result, causing more panic.

FOMO (fear of missing out). This 70%
felt increased pressure to be online.
At the same time, throughout diary
entries and in qualitative responses to
our survey, we see perpetual references
to screen time monitoring, active
avoidance and conscious decision
making. Therefore, many young people
have the simultaneous desire to stay
informed in order to protect themselves
and each other, and to self-monitor
doing so for similar ends.

The second tension is that young people
are perhaps struggling to consume
news in this way without it consuming
them. They are seeing the value in
staying informed, both for themselves
and for wider society. Simultaneously,
however, they are also aware of the
negative impact receiving the news is
having on their mental health. Indeed,
15% of respondents stated that the
main factor which helped positive
mental health was avoiding the news
completely. Their response is one which
we see across youth culture: self-care.

One explanation for the reliance on
traditional forms of news media is an
association of social media with ‘fake
news’. Many of our respondents said
fear of ‘fake news’ had encouraged them
to seek out more ‘straight from source’
outlets such as NHS online and the BBC
News app.

Our research thus highlights that ‘Gen
Z’ are flexible consumers of the news.
70% of respondents stated that news
saturation is increasing a sense of
20
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In consuming and monitoring
information in the above ways, young
people are conscious of the pandemic’s
peripheral impact on them. They are
safeguarding their future mental health
as a result. 8 out of our 11 diary entries
referred to this specifically.

21
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Participant 2 in Liverpool, 16

in terms of using the internet
in general, I have chosen to
limit the number of times I
access the news online as I
believe that this would be beneficial for my mental health
Participant 6 in Leeds, 20

I had to make a conscious decision to not constantly check
the news to avoid making
myself too anxious.
Participant 10 in Bristol, 24
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For some context I’ve always
believed I’m the type of person
that is caught up with current
affairs and what’s going on
in the world... pre Covid-19
I would always check up on
what’s going on in the world
and kept myself informed.
In terms of Covid-19 at the
beginning I had to delete the
BBC News app as the majority
of stories I saw was on
Coronavirus.. it was like (and
still is like) I can’t get away
from it.

@B EA T FR EE K S

Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17

Participant 5 in Glasgow, 19

I also think there probably
has been little change in the
effect on my mental health
due to the Internet itself, but
possibly the constant influx
of news about the virus will in
time have an impact.

BY K RI S TI N A H AL L

the media creates an atmosphere
of mass panic, and I feel like I
can get the information I need
from the official government/
NHS websites

relationships

BY J O SI E PA Y N E
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The news seemingly
only reports on the
positives in regards to
families (‘get to spend
more time with the kids’
‘nice to be at home and
enjoying myself with my
husband’) and there are
not many anonymous
opinions being heard in
my opinion from people
who may be deeply
struggling with the
situation in this regard.
Eve in Belfast, 16

There is a paradox which often defines
young people’s relationships in the
media: that through social media they
are both more connected than ever
and also lonelier too. The COVID-19
pandemic has brought this paradox into
sharper focus. Across the UK, young
people are spending considerably
more time with their families, friends,
carers, partners, guardians and, in some
instances, themselves.
Many of our respondents reported that
they have enjoyed this ‘new normal’,
spending extended time in person
and online with friends and family.
However, our dataset shows that some
young people are feeling strain in their
relationships during the crisis. Whilst
the majority of young people may not be
experiencing difficulties with their family,
the effect on those who are experiencing
this displays the critical importance of
such structures in young people’s lives.
Just under one-third of all of our
respondents felt that the pandemic
was putting strain on their family
relationships. Of the people reporting
strain on their family relationships, 39%
lived with relatives, compared with 27%
who didn’t. Living in close quarters, with

24
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little opportunity to establish their own
personal space, is having a damaging
effect on some young people. As the
National Youth Agency notes, this is
particularly important for those families
with large numbers and/or smaller
homes.
The impact of such family strain is
reflected in our findings. A significant
minority of young people who have
experienced no positive moments during
the pandemic are 24% more likely to
have a strained relationship with their
family. Young people who do not feel
they have access to the resources they
need in the pandemic are also 19% more
likely to be feeling family strain. We also
found that young people who did not
have a positive outlook on the future
were 12% more likely to be experiencing
family strain.

Overall, I think the
internet is having a
bigger effect on my
mental health as
apart from my family,
it’s the only form of
communication I have
available. Before, I was
always able to walk
away from it, go out with
friends and take my mind
off the internet - but
being at home, it’s
one of the few things
one can do.

Eve in Belfast, 16

The detrimental impact of the pandemic
on some family relationships may well
further perpetuate existing issues,
particularly a potential surge in youth
homelessness after the lockdown ends.
We know that family breakdown is a
leading cause of youth homelessness
- we believe the urgency to tackle this
issue is clear.
25
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how is
the pandemic affecting your
relationship
with?

Family

20.9%

32.2%

22.6%

30%

24.5%

25.4%

40%

34.7%

Friends

10.4%

8.5%

10%

9.4%

11.20%

20%
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interaction - such as school, university,
‘going out’ - are no longer possible IRL
(in real life).
Whilst 31% of our respondents reported
family strain, 34% also expressed strain
on relationships with friends. In spite of
a similar number of people experiencing
strain on relationships with their
family and friends, the above impact
(on access to resources, experience
of positive moments and outlook on
the future) seen in family relationships
did not come to light in our correlation
analysis of strained friendships.
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As we see the breadth of impact, not
only on young people’s immediate
situations but on their long term
outlooks and wellbeing. There is a need
to establish means to help young people
foster stronger personal connections
during the pandemic, particularly as
many of the traditional sites of social
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I have really close
friends across the
UK which can have its
challenges as we don’t
always get to see each
other in person a lot –
so we are very used to
contact through phone
calls, messages and
video calls.
Naomi in Cardiff, 21

As noted, the impacts and effects of
the pandemic are not uniform amongst
young people. A significant number who
noted their relationships with friends
had improved were also more likely
to see the pandemic as a moment for
positive change. Young people who
saw this as a moment for positive
change were twice as likely to see their
friendships in a positive light.

are feeling strain on their friendships are
referring to the gap left by friendships in
real life, whereas the equivalent in family
bonds may be due to overexposure.
Young people, for example, have been
immensely creative in recreating their
IRL experiences online.
When thinking about COVID-19’s impact
on relationships generally, we cannot
dismiss young people’s needs based on
presumptions that young people’s digital
literacy equates to inherently stronger
relationships. The impact of straining
relationships seen above, in conjunction
with wider research about the impact of

Why is it, then, that a similar number
of people feel the strain on both their
family relationships and friendships, but
when we look deeper there seems to be
different cause and effects?

All of the different
video call apps such as
FaceTime and the new
house party have really
helped with staying in
touch with people as it’s
a different experience
to just texting them.
This has then also helped
with staying in touch
with grandparents
as I think this has
really helped them
in the isolation.
Participant 2 in Liverpool, 16

Young people’s relationships on- and
offline are deeply intertwined, with the
former predominantly being born from
the latter. It suggests that the 34% who
28
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@ TA T EN DA MU N Z A R A _

One possibility is that the majority of
young people are used to conducting
a relationship with friends which isn’t
solely based in the physical world.
Nearly a quarter of our respondents,
for example, reported no change to the
way they socialise online. And of this
group, 66% of respondents said their
friendships had stayed the same, or
were now stronger.

29
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Eve in Belfast, 16

relationships on young people, displays
the need for young people to maintain
strong connections.

BY N A O M I L E A

I have created a spam
Instagram account, too,
in which I share
a lot more of my
personal thoughts to
close friends than I
usually would.

Most pertinent, is the impact such
relationships can have on young
people’s futures. Again, in facing
the reality of growing up in the postpandemic crisis, it is essential that
young people are able to maintain
strong relationships during coronavirus.
Connection fosters more positive
outlooks and robust mental health
and, in light of NYA’s finding that one
in five youth clubs will not reopen
post-lockdown, it is essential that we
must find ways to keep young people
connecting.

the little festival we
organised was just over
a google website where
I could project YouTube
videos of different festival
performances to my
other friends websites. I
had a load of live music/
festivals lined up which
have all been postponed
[...] so the little online
festival thing was a good
replacement for this
Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17
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This is how our 1535 respondents answered

Frustrating Surreal Earth-shaking annoying stressful Scary Apocalyptic difficult experience Exaggeration Horrible Weird Surreal Eh Doing what you have to do to protect
other people horrible Unexpected Annoying Unusual Traumatic Dramatic Stress Stress Lonely Worrying surreal Stressful Ugh Changing Grim Strange Gross unexpected Vicious Shitty Pandemic Bleurgh Worrying Deadly Integral Scary Hysteria Inconvenient Worrying Anxiety inducing Lonely Alerting
Stressful Horror Meh Grateful Shit Unreal Unusual Horrible Tolerable Strange Horrific Stressful sudden Restrictive Uncertainty Stress Dislocative Stressful Crazy Shit Stressful Boring Challenging BlackMirror unprecedented boring Stressful Different Shock Scary Shit Really worried about year 12 students
they should all be kept back a year as it’s not fair Drained frustrating Lonely As tragic as the deaths are around COVID-19, I see it as an overwhelmingly obvious signal to humanity of how fragile this planet really is and how quickly our worlds can turn upside down. It’s humbling to not be able to buy basic
goods like toilet paper and food. It’s a privilege to see busy families finally getting the excuse to stay home and spend that time with their loved ones. It’s a well-needed rest for many overworked people. I’ve seen the proliferation of people ditching their cars and public transport and walking/cycling. The
roads and major polluting businesses have shut down, I’m sure this is fantastic news for our fellow environmentalists in terms of pollution. It’s teaching us a better way to live. Shit Frustrating Dystopian Worrying Lonely Not great, I’d like to be in college Shit bad Movie-like Chaotic Surreal horrendous Derailment Upsetting Stress Inconvenient Threatening Weird Anxiety Frenzied Tiring Frustrating Shit Uncertain Bored Boring Scary Worrying. Stress Revelation surreal Boring Scary Uncertainty Horrible, wish I was still in university it’s ruined my year Lost A lot of free time and not much to do with it Worrying
long Scary Difficult - Uncertainty The worst situation, I believe its gods way of punishing humanity for being evil, or doing sins Tiring Fast Tiring Strange adjustment Stressful Stressful and unknown but positives in different ways revealing themselves Messy Exhausting numbing Troublesome exhausting
Messy Shocked I have slight symptoms, including the loss of taste and smell. I have been self isolating for nearly a week now. Scary, unknown, lack of support and college setting lots of important work for a-levels which seem unnecessary Chaos Home Scary Destruction Scary Stressful Loss Uncertain
Stressful Surreal Revealing Boring. Frustrating Disruptive. Uncertainty Miss my mum Boring Surreal Annoying Uncertainty Confusing Uncertain terrible stress Annoying Bad Scary Selfish Tiring Frustrating Shitshow Ballache Confusing Confusing Tiring Unsettling uncertainty Boring Brainnumbing Uncertainty Scary Fucked Frightening Uncertain Scary rollercoaster Strange Discombobulating Nerve-racking Life changing Hellish Uncertain Scary devastating Crqzy Team effort Meh Difficult renaissance CHANGE Strange Irritating Stressful Boring Eye-opening Rollercoaster Shit Limiting. Crazy Experience
that this time next year we will all laugh at Lonely Stressful Challenging Surreal Boring Fear Shocking Dramatised Deadly Shite Strange Tricky Clearly Jobs that could always been done at home have proved too late that they could have always been done at home Bullshit Shit Isolated Needed Both positive
and negative Inevitably Crisis Stressful awful. government unprepared, delayed response. I blame the government for the NHS being so stretched Crap and want this to end before my mental health gets any worse and my medication has to be stronger 😡  Chaos.  Inconvenience  Strange  Ballache  Exhausting Challenging Strange Worry Stressful Scary stressful whirlwind Nightmare Life changing Change Scary and stressful Inevitable busy Terrifying Weird I don’t know Alone Uncertainty Depressing. Destruction Confusing Weird Scary horrible Ending Discombobulating Optimistic Shite Community Eye-opener Prioritising Alright Disappointing Ridiculous. Bizarre Demotivating Boring Horrible Chaotic Depressing. Madshit Disappointment. Change Aware Restraining Boring Depressing. Scary confusing Challenging Fuckening Great Scary Eye-opening Tiring Trapped Boring hectic Eyeopening What the hell is the
government doing Stressful Surreal Surreal Wish the virus never excited Uncertain panic Scary Frustration My exams have been cancelled which leaves me in a weird state for my future. My schools closed and I had to say goodbye to some people I wont see next year which really really sucked. I go to
Comic Cons alot and cosplay and not ebing able to go to those and see some of my friends I only get to see a few times a year normally really struck a nerve with me. I hate change and am scared of it and only hope for things to go back to normal. Seeing people stock pile food and toilet paper etc makes
me so angry as they are just creating a problem for themselves. Not being able to see my friends makes me wanna cry cause I love them so much. But the positive is that the environment is doing well and I really really hope that once this is all over society will not over look such simple things like seeing
friends and family, a sunny day, a handshake, clear waters, full aisles, schools, work. I hope we become more grateful for the little things. Overwhelming Its made me borderline suicidal to be stuck by myself with no idea what’s going to happen in my future. I have lost the access I need to help my mental
health and fear for my safety if this continues. I genuinely think that if lockdown is to go on any further than 4 weeks, suicide rates will increase. Suffering Stressful Cleansing Disappointing ominous Frustrating Fucked strange Shit Surreal. Interesting tired Madness Stressful Confusing Invisible Surreal
Isolating Enlightening Isolating Worrying Lonely Eh Shit Anxiety Terrifying Surreal Terrifying Irritating Untimely Anxiety Lonely. Strange Life-changing Outrageous Crap Stressful. Challenging ahh 👍🏽  Rubbish  lonely  Boring  Shocking  rebirth  Poggers  Anxiety  Trapped  Isolating  Relaxed  Anxiety  inducing  Uncertainty suicidal Testing Crazy Overwhelming Necessary Unpredictable Confusing Unexpected Unaffected Unexpected complex Lost inopportune Turbulent Hard Boring Stressful do good for the world Frustrating Jesus help us Restless Panic Punishment Confining Shocking Shit Different Annoying
Eventful. Scary Loss Irritating Exhausting Stressful Autoconhecimento Rollercoaster Depressive frustrating shit Boredom Unpredictable Frustrating Stressful Crazy Demotivating Alienating Lonely Stressful strange Astonishing Adaptation Boring Annoyed Compromise ugh Horrifying Boring Surreal
Life-changing Annoyed Frustrating Tiring Crap Unchanged Online Lynchian Trapped Lonely madness Helpless uncertain Surreal Interesting Overworked Precaution Stressful Nightmare Awful Shit oof Meh Uncertainty Terrifying community Tiring Hectic. Devastation Weird Scary Isolating Stressful Privileged Uncertain Annoying eye opening Convoluted Uncertainty stressful Life Changing Confusing Annoying chaotic Surreal Disaster Doom Moving Pressure Anguish Manic Terrible Stressful worried Unimaginable Uncertainty Disorientating It has been a mixture of positive and negative, I’m more anxious
about money and finding a job than ever before. But I feel more supported by family and friends and it is nice to spend time with the people I love the most. Trash Ok Stressful strange Humbling Frightening and scary A blessing and a curse Life-changing Panic Boring Unpredictable Heartbreaking trying
shit Stressful Shit uncertain Annoying Okay-ish Overwhelming Bizarre Worrying Anxiety Fear Frightening Annoying Stolen Chaos Demoralising Worrying Anxiety Chill Boring Bullshit anxiety Strange Uncertain Shit Different Scary Suicide Worried Meh It’s weird and upsetting Different mess anxiety Weird
Boring Boring confusion Exhausting. Uncertainty Stressed Mess shit Uncertainty Re-set Humbling Heartbreaking Fear Dead Exhausting Stressful Like nothing we have ever experience before Calm Terrifying boring Terrifying Tumultuous Struggle . Difficult Revaluation Unsettling Enlightening Disruptive
Chaos Lonely Devastating Grounding Disgusting Uncertainty Uncertain Terrible boring Terrible life changing Annoying crazy Uncertainty Opportunity Frustrating Dramatic Supercalifragalisticexpialidocious anxiety Uncertainty Uncertain Stressful Strange Stressful Na Crazy Dramatic Chillin Out of hand
Uncertain Crisis Stressful bad Wank lonely Scary Naive Crazy Terrible Chaotic Confusing Stressful bored Confusing. Scary Scary Strange Scary Annoying Tired Confusing Unique Fuck. Mixed Quarantine Long Suspicious Daunting Strange Chaotic horrible Money Draining Terrifying bad Overwhelming
Solitude Eye-opening Stress confusing It’s shit I want to go to the gym Mind-blowing Stress Scary Tired and broke Anxiety confusing numbing Scary stressful Overwhelming stressful Liberating stressful Long Stressful Eye-opening Unprecedented Overwhelming life-changing Impacting weird Anxiety
Slowdown Tense 😬  Hell  Exhausting  Insightful  Uncertainty  ok  Humbling  FUBAR  Stressful a  massive  mixup  of  life,  but  may  make  the  world a  better  place  Frustrating  Shocking  Slow-down  Changes  Fuckbojo  Mother  Nature  takes  what’s  hers  back  Revealing  Inconvenient  Complex I  am  in a  fortunate  position 
where I have a secure job and home but I am scared for the world and very sad for those who have been deeply effected. Overwhelming Hope Scary Straining wild Lonely Isolating Disassociated Change Crazy Life-changing Mass uncertainty with no clear authority on who is in charge, lots of contradicting information from the same sources. Lots of services overstretched and not working. Contingencies havent been working from my experience, online shopping, gov websites etc Uncertainty Scary a reassessment Horrible Restricting Odd Stressful Depressing Annoying Why Mediocre Frustrating
Surreal Panic Boring Boring Challenging Formidable. Unexpected Bad Very scary Relief Uncertainty uncertain Pause scary Hell Tough Shite Change Difficult. Uncertainty Historic Draining Adapting Unpredictable Very abnormal Frustrating Surreal metamorphic bad Anxiety Unprecedented interesting Weird
Isolated Unexpected stressful Shit Lonely Disruptive Stressful Anxiety. Controlling Worse anxiety Surreal Dull Surreal Enlightening Worry Lonely Propaganda It sucks and more needs to be done to combat the illness since people are dying Scary Loneliness Stressful Long Inconvenient Scary Stressful
Stupidity Stressful Confused Incredibly stressful but may make us all kinder chaotic Frostrating hopeless stressful Frightening Bizarre Uncertain Circle-of-Life Panic confusing unusual Horrible For me there was advantages and disadvantages on my daily routine however, i feel bad for the amount of
people who died in this year and I wish it will stop. Stressful Scary frustrating Boring Peak Uncertainty bollocks Stressful Generosity Uncertainty Dividing Suffocated. sad difficult Stressful Frustrating worried Awful Pause Terrifying Anxiety provoking Isolating Unknown shit Hell The world has gone crazy.
People are still acting like it’s nothing when there are thousands of people that are dying nightmare. Uncertain Hard. Coronalicious STRESS Ruinedsummer Mentally draining and stressful underestimated Fuck Could help change the way people work Disruptive trouble Horrendous bad Unexpected Confusing Overwhelming i’m not sure Terrible Stress Lonely Terrifying Panic Freedom Disappointing Fear Bad Chill Anxious Awful Peaceful Stressful unprecedented Change Crazy Terrifying Trapped Boring. Stress Stressful Fucked Agitating Fear fear Uncertain Terrifying Unexpected Draining Good Annoying
Boring Stressful Panic Readjustment Terrifying Upsetting Life-changing Horrible Worrying Exhausting Panic uncertain Uncertain Difficult Connection Disbelief Nonchalant Awakening Wank Horrible I feel horrendous Lonely ridicules Bored Shit scary None Odd Shit Overwhelming Depressing. Change
Lockdown Uncertain Anxious Wtf dynamic Fuck Over exaggerated Unusual stressful Scary. anxiety Pandemic Worrying Trapped Worrying lonely Ugh Lonely Annoying Team Eye-opening Boring Weird Odd haunting Bad timing Lonely Surreal Disorientating Uncertainty serious Harrowing Lonely Scary The
moment when you realise that the government don’t care about people with mental health or domestic violence unpredictable Fear Separation It’s awful Paranoid Disorientating Reassessment Poor uncertainty Shit Exposing Crazy Isolated It has been a scary moment. It’s really hard to predict what will
happen next. It has extremely effected me negatively, my assignments were changed. Online classes are not effective as face to face. But I understand this and I am grateful that these steps have been taken. However, with not the same level of input and the lack of resources I do not feel I should be
paying 9k for this year. I am worried I have spent nearly 30k on this degree and I will have a horrible grade. Other than this, I am happy that communities are coming together and that the government is finally taking this seriously. Re-orienting Sshit Daunting unpredictable Uncertain Shit Uncertain Confusing Depressing boring Argh Frustrating Scary Abismal Mentally draining Shocked Inconvenient Odd Frightening Different unknowing Scary Scary Frustrating Frustration Change Healing Alone life-changing Crap Uncertain Shit Stressful Heartbreaking chaotic Worrying Comfortable Crap Capitalism is
failing Helpless Boring and suspicious Uncertainty Frustrating nightmare House Suffocating Surreal Anti-capitalist It’s reducing pollution and Mother Nature is finally regenerating the world. The world is becoming a much better place due to corona. Uncertain Life destroying lonely Terrifyinh Scary Painful
Sudden Confusing Terrifying Thief Shit Stopped future plans Bad Difficult Hectic Stressful Frightening Chaotic stressful Panic Challenging Weird Tumultuous Stressful Transformative Life-Changing Odd uncertain Hectic, everyone needs a joint and to relax and ease up there mind in this stressful time,
peace. Life-altering Community Change Priorities Stressful its anoying Frustrating Unprecedented Overwhelming I think that The UK should be on total lockdown as of next week for 3 weeks and that to be the end of it Exhausting Repetitive Boring Fear ... Uncertain unpredictable Stressful Chaos Unbelievable Nightmare Frustrating Unprecedented Rubbish Worrying Bizarre Chaotic Eye-opening Dangerous Uneasy Morality Change Patient A horrible virus no one should have to endure Fascinating. Transformative and surreal Chaotic Overwhelming Stressful Bleurgh Bleak Stressful Mixed Sad Recession
Scary Stressful Anxiety Depressing Stressful Bitch Long horrible confusing Fear Messy enlightening :( 😬  Lost  Whirlwind  Stressful  continuation  Challenging  Trapped  boring  Suspicious  Impacting  Long  Worrying  Anxiety  Uncertain  Frustrating  Realisation  bad  Atran  Insane  boring  Nightmare  Ridiculous  Traumatic Hikikkomori Shit The general population can be very selfish and foolish. The government has handled this extremely poorly, and even with that and them proving they had the money to help services all along, people still believe the sun shines out of their arse. I’m hopeful we can build a better world,
but I’ve started seeing the worst in some people now and it’s hard not to be cynical. Chaos Boring Miss my social life and made me appreciate how good school is Racism Strange Shit Ignition Stressful Viral apocalyptic Strange Chaos film-waiting-to-happen Devastating Inconvenience Unknown Boring
Pause. Different Bad Destructive Weird Unprepared worrying Chaos Life-changing Bearable Annoying Strange bad Difficult Lonely Lonely Humbling Crazy Shit Annoying Sad weird Frightening Horrid Bored Unreal We’re in it together Disorganised messy Tiring Terrifying overwhelming a killer Dull Uncledied
Scary un certain Difficult Disruptive Wavy Exhausting Scary, non prepared, shows true colours shit Scary ANXIETY worried Anxiety Frustrating It ruin my whole life Ugh Infuriating Panic Learning Disorienting Shit Crazy Change Uncertain Disaster Lesson Hassle Busy Unreal Irrevocable Shit Disrupted/
fearful long awakening Different Shit. Unclear Eye-opening Scary Improvement Unusual New Strange gives me a break from everything Surreal I don’t think the world will ever go “back to normal” after corona virus, it will always be different Confusing. scary Tiring Stressful Enriching Draining Tumultuous
Isolating Weird Anxiety Unsettling Weird Reset surreal Boring chaos Challenging Yeasty Post apocalyptic Fear Lonely Mediocre, it could be a lot more funky fresh. Fortunate a joke ? Bullshit quiet Bad Unsettling Terrible Tumultuous Wank Slow Anxiety Strange Detrimental Confusing. Unprecedented Killer
Annoying Exhausting Isolation is boring The symptoms were annoying but I got over it Dead Concern Stressful Meh A stressful situation that is understandably causing fear and panic but might lead us to a better world. Frustrating Annoying challenging Concerning Surreal unusual Anxiety A pit Anxiety
Scary Weird Scary Terrifying Scared Stressful Emptiness STRESS Sad normal Shit Trapped Alone challenging Uncertain Shit Decent Stressy Stressful Confused Busy Annoying Stress Tough Government are layers and don’t know how to put across a point it’s useless and ppl are still goin out and caused
many to be left in bad situations Anger Uncertainty Stressful Heartbreaking Stress-inducing Groundbreaking surreal Unusual unprecedented Draining Peak Shit Stressful Exhausting Weird Chaotic Ambivalent Horrific but we’re a tenacious species Scary Turbulent Shit Confusing Strange Confusing Bizarre
Blessing Peaceful nerve wracking Uncertainty Tiring negative Shite Tough Stressfull Shitstorm Strange Overwhelming Its been very constricting and makes me worry about my future job security because the economic impact will be huge. Also i have lost my part time job and my college is shut. I worry
that ive missed a key part of my alevel course and that i wont perform as well in my exams next yeat as i couldve done. I feel quite useless because id love to help but I dont have access to a car so cant help deliver medicines. My neighbourhood is quite young aswell so nobody really needs any help. Its
been very strange. Scary Stressful Money Negative Yup Novel scary Weird Eye-opening sad It highlights how unprepared and un organised we are as a nation. Boring uncertain A virus that is like no other that knowone knows how to fight it attaches itself like a jelly fish on the side of cell and weekedns
the immune System and it is to beluve it generated from bats from China Hell Uneasy Stressful Unsure Bored Killing Boring Awful Brutal Scary Scary Too difficult Exhausting Motivating Ignorance Wank Deadly Fearful Panic Surreal Complicated Challenging Weird Scary, not informed properly by government but has brought the best out in humanity Inconvenient Hopeful Stressful Unsettling Uncertain Intriguing Strange Depressing Disruptive tired Depressing Unpresidented TESTING Awful bender scary Difficult to answer - can’t decide what to say Terrifying Uncertainty Ruin It bad for people to died
Revolutionary Disaster Tragedy Creative negative Stressful Insane Lonely Proactive Anxiety Stressful Lucky Weary overwhelming Disaster Bizarre Worried Stressful Surreal Concerning Scary Surreal Surreal Restrictive Boring Tears Scary Depression Coronavirus has caused global uncertainty. Many
people are obeying rules, but others are flaunting this as if it is another holiday for them to see friends, party and find loopholes to do more; these people will cause even more uncertainty. Dead Surreal Lonely Shit Powerless surreal Surreal NA Shit Uncertainty Nothing frustrating Disruptive Uncertainty
Bizarre Surreal. Surreal Tiring and emotional Atrocious Stressful Scary Free time Awakening. Bad Fear Calmness boring Hell Awful Lonely Eventful stressful? Anxiety Exhausting Boring Unprecedented Panic Bad Change Terrible Agitating Maladaptive Shit Uncertainty bizarre Chaos Hectic Shite A challenge
Scary Overwhelming big Unimaginable world changing altering Uncertainty Frustrating Stressful frustrating Loss Uncertainty Unprecedented Ok Confusion Surprising Temporary Frustrated limbo dangerous Denial Scary. Life changing Unstable Anxious Change Nurse Lonely Scared Inconvenient Mixed
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Understandably, much of the focus
around the pandemic has been about
safeguarding physical health: how
we can best equip the population,
in particular key workers, to stay
physically healthy and prevent further
spread of COVID-19. This was reflected
throughout the Isolation Diaries. In spite
of this, the mental health implications of
the crisis are only now coming to light
for many young people, as was noted in
the recent Young Minds’ report on youth
mental health.
Concerns about youth mental health are
not new but it is likely to play an defining
role in shaping youth culture in the wake
of the COVID-19 crisis. Our research
highlights the urgent need to enhance
and protect youth mental health support
now and in the future.
Inevitable economic instability along
with budget re-evaluation across the
public, private and third sector will
force anything ‘expendable’ to go. This
trend displays how provision, not just
supporting those with mental health
issues but also supporting everyone
to foster better attitudes towards their
mental health, is not expendable.
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83% of survey respondents reported
being more worried than they normally
would be. When asked about their
access to normal health care, 65% of
the 14 - 25 year olds we surveyed said
they were worried about their mental
health. Comparing this to the national
picture of 20% of people worried about
their mental health - we can see the
devastating effect lockdown is having
on young people in the UK.
Our survey also revealed that 16% of
our sample - 241 young people - had
not left the house since the start of
the lockdown. This would suggest that
increased mental health concerns are
causing some young people to selfisolate or withdraw from society. This
16% are more likely to be of school age
and more likely to have experienced no
positive moments during the lockdown.
They are also slightly more likely to be
disabled, unemployed or a person of
colour.
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Participant 8
in Birmingham, 22
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The internet is
helping me to keep
more mentally
sane as i stay in
touch with my
friends
Shamoya in Manchester, 17

There is a gender divide in
the group experiencing a
higher level of worry than they
normally would be. 85% of all
of our female respondents
report a higher level of worry,
compared to only 50% of male
respondents. Among these
groups, 65% of women hadn’t
left the house at all, compared
to 53% of young men. Again, we
see a correlation between not
leaving the house and increased
levels of worry.
In spite of this, only 33% of
young men who felt more
worried had experienced
moments of positive, compared
to 55% of women who felt more
worried. Despite of reporting
worry much more frequently
than men, more women had
experienced positive moments.
In line with pre-corona findings
suggesting that men are less
likely to talk about the issues
they face in some contexts, this
suggests that women are more
likely to manage their anxieties
more effectively.
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I usually did Lindy hop
classes on Wednesday
nights at my local dance
studio, a part of my
weekly routine I really
loved and looked forward
to, so I’m happy they are
continuing in the virtual
world. I have to admit that
doing the lesson really
improved my mental
health - just seeing the
people that I would see
in class and saying hello
to my teacher put me in a
better mood.
Participant 10 in Bristol, 24

Well, for a start my usage
has certainly increased
due to the fact that the
only way for me to have
contact with friends is
through social media...
where previously I could
delete social media and
see them at school daily
this is no longer possible.
Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17
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The main way (45%) young people
are aiding their mental health is
by communicating with friends.
Considering the effect of the pandemic
on many of young people’s critical
relationships, it is more important than
ever to encourage and facilitate young
people connecting with each other.
5-a-side in the park has become Football
Manager, Houseparty is the new
houseparty, climate change marches
becomes digital sit-ins on comments
sections, drama class becomes Tik-Tok.
Now is the opportunity to deliver the
sort of digital engagement Gen Z have
always been looking for.
This is not to say that social media will
solve young people’s mental health
concerns. Rather, for young people
at the moment, it is the lesser of two
evils. Socialising online is the only
chance most have to connect with the
people they are closest to. Screen time
monitoring is a luxury which, for many, is
not possible for the time being.
The above reliance on social media
connection also draws into question
the digital divide in the UK, which we
believe the COVID-19 pandemic has
further intensified. A significant minority
of young people do not have access, or
have limited access, to the internet at

home. In 2018, 700,000 young people
reported having no internet access via
a laptop or tablet at home. A further
60,000 reported having no internet
access at all at home. This is not taking
into account large households who need
to share equipment, and young people
who struggle to afford data packages.
We welcome initiatives by the UK
Government and other policy-makers
to address some aspects of the digital
divide by providing IT equipment to
young people. There is a need however
to also consider access to the internet,
whether by WiFi or mobile data. Further
work must be conducted into those
who may be slipping through the net,
both in terms of digital engagement and
data collection.
The online ‘new normal’ is not simply
a question of access to the internet,
though. Our findings indicate that, whilst
many young people are conscious of
fake news for example, they perhaps
lack the tools to adequately flag it, call it
out or prevent its spread. Others noted
that they were unsure how to locate
and access information about the
pandemic in the context of their lives
or how to find opportunities to
participate in social action activities
previously undertaken IRL.

There is no point trying to
stick to how much I used
my phone before this all
started as the world is
completely different now
and we are living our lives
more than ever through
our phones. This new view
has helped any effect on my
mental health as it means I
can focus on more
important things.
Participant 2 in Liverpool, 16
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It is likely that many of the new norms
of digital citizenship we have adopted
during the pandemic are here to stay.
With this in mind, it is more important
than ever to develop a comprehensive
approach to educating the current and
future generations of digital citizens,
providing the knowledge, skills, and
experiences to furnish life-long civic
engagement and participation both
online and in the ‘real world’. In the
public sector, this could be achieved
by promoting digital literacy as a
cross-curricular subject and enhancing
citizenship education to the ‘new digital
normal’. In the private sector, businesses
could frame campaigns around online
action and digital navigation.

Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17
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Participant 6 in Leeds, 20

BY G EO R G I A C O W I E

In terms of my mental
health I would say it is
having some sort of impact.
Due to the fact that my
only sort of connection is
through online I don’t really
have a choice to stay away
from it which is a luxury I
would have had pre Covid-19.

I’m on the phone a lot
more than I would be
before, and have been
overwhelmed by the
amount of people asking
to call me or hang out or
new group chats which
have been formed as a
result of the pandemic.
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RESPONSABILITY,
VOLUNTEERING,
WIDER CONCERN
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Against a portrayal of young people
as self-interested or individualistic, we
found that ‘Gen Z’ were taking a much
broader view of the pandemic and its
impact.
Selfish young people must take

I still feel anxious every
day, worrying about my
loved ones and what’s
going to happen.
Participant 10 in Bristol, 24

responsibility in coronavirus fight - GP
Taylor
Dr Hilary slams ‘selfish’ young people
ignoring health advice ‘Damaging the
NHS’

BY C HRI S TO P HER O LI V E
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40%

19.9%

need in the pandemic. 60.7% of those
surveyed were most worried about

0%

Participant 6 in Leeds, 20

the way their employer or place of
education had reacted, 11% said that
there were bigger issues to worry about
and a further 37% said that they were
not happy about their situation, but
acknowledged that it was not their
employer/educators fault. In assessing
their worries in light of the pandemic,
young people are not only concerned
about their education, future or mental
health issues (as pressing as these
were) but also the wider implications
of those around them and the future of
society.
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34.4% on the economic crisis COVID-19

20%
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the strain this will have on the NHS,
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those close to them at risk, 42% about

42%

60.7%

or getting access to everything they

When asked if they were happy with

I decided to do the best
I can to help out by
signing up as an NHS
volunteer. Furthermore,
as a Healthwatch Leeds
volunteer, I got asked
if I could help out the
carers and vulnerable
in Leeds with their
shopping and medication;
which I have been
doing and it feels very
rewarding being able
to do what I can to help,
especially during these
difficult times.

18.3%

60%

38.4%

risk, rather than getting ill themselves

7.5%

wider impact on society and those at
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were worried about were to do with

80%

EC

Participant 9 in Manchester, 23

The top three things respondents

UR
IT

I think a takeaway from
the pandemic is people
trying to take care
of one another. Being
mindful of others mental
and physical wellbeing.
Having adequate social
care. Realising that
although we may all be
in the same situation,
the reality of what that
means and what life
looks like is different
for all of us.

25.9%
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This sense of social responsibility has
also manifested into real action - 51%
said they are making more effort to help
those in need. Amongst those who said
they are helping more, many wished
to do even more, should the time and
resources be available. Amongst those
who said they weren’t doing anything,
most expressed regret that they were
unable to. This supports the idea that
social responsibility is increasingly
becoming the norm amongst Gen Z.
When this is seen against the decrease
in physical volunteer opportunities for
young people, the need to harness such
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Eve in Belfast, 16

We have also seen the large success
of online campaigns such as Run for
Heroes - which challenged people to run
5 miles, donate £5 and then nominate
five others to do the same. The
campaign started with the aim of raising
£5000, and has since hit £5 million.
The campaign has also seen fallout in
what it means for brands, with Virgin
Money Giving facing large criticism on
social media for keeping a percentage of

One of the big things that’s
been different has been that
I’ve successfully managed to
set up a social action project
and have a team of around 20
volunteers all within only a few
weeks.That’s been thanks to the
benefits of Twitter, Whatsapp
and Zoom. It’s a project to
tackle youth loneliness during
all of this. We are hosting
online gatherings on zoom with
fun activities and
educational workshops.

Naomi in Cardiff, 21

I am thoroughly
impressed with the
amount of companies
that have actually
offered free services
online, as I’m aware
that they could be
making a large profit
with everyone now
stuck at home, and
have optionally chosen
not to out of genuine
compassion.

an altruistic desire becomes pertinent.

donations for administration fees, which

The widespread feeling of social
responsibility amongst young people
pre-COVID has survived through the
pandemic. Young people are shining
the spotlight on how businesses are
acting. While the Virgin Money Giving
scandal gave rise to one issue, the light

One business I know I’ll be
boycotting is Virgin Media.
I think it’s sad that such a
successful company and such
a rich CEO could be so careless
and thoughtless with the
livelihoods of their employees,
without whom they wouldn’t
have acquired their wealth.

Participant 9 in Manchester, 23

has since been overturned.

was thrown up on other aspects of how
the wider organisation was acting in
the pandemic. The message is clear,
young people are online, active and
watching, and now is the opportunity for
businesses to play their positive role in
responding to their needs.
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Here is how some of our participants answered

Appreciating the luxury of freedom superdrug not being shut so i can dye my hair the way i want while schools off
lol Number of recoveries Jokes with the people around me, seeing my friends (through windows of course) I’m home to take care of my family if they need me and living with them for a bit means I get to save up some
cash. Having more time Increased productivity and interesting thoughts Mostly the extra level of communication with family and friends rediscovering my love for drawing Just staying busy Looking at China and how things
seem to be improving there. Hoping this is all temporary Surrendering control, we are all in this together Improvements in the natural world, people seem to care more about eachother and interact more, more recognition
for those with disabilities/chronic illness who are always trapped inside even without a pandemic Online date night, family time Memes neighbours helping each other with food and the clapping for the NHS and the rainbows
in people’s windows Just socialising more with friends People are being kinder to one another Love for friends/family that are far away #clapforcarers People making masks and scrubs. Speaking to neighbours That we get
the chance to self-reflect and realign Reading the creative things people have done, relating to people online who are posting their day Spending time with family, seeing the effect on the environment Seeing the world heal
More time with family and the fact I can get away from the stress of exam season for once. Saving money My best friend calls me every day for a couple of hours, who always brightens my mood Waking up late Spending
more time with my boyfriend, and not going drinking as much so I am saving money Stronger community and environment The environment is taking a break Friends become more focused on people’s health people putting
rainbows/bears in their windows I work in the NHS and deal with the influx of calls about symptoms and just being able to make them laugh and talk them through their symptoms has been great. I’ve also received a card
at work thanking us for our service which is the sweetest thing ever. Random acts of kindness Socialising Online with friends Calmness the acts of kindness of strangers Knowing that it will all pass Still having a job although
everyone around me who has lost their job Quiet roads, work is easy, exams are cancelled, and when it’s over wages could increase Community unity, generosity and kindness Doing things that benefit my mental health,
watching funny videos and reading self help books Free time to do things, seeing my sister every day, people’s kindness and sympathy (e.g over things like me being made redundant) and willingness to help Facetiming
girlfriend, persuing creative projects Reconnecting with friends I haven’t spoken to in a while, having a laugh with my mates on FaceTime, I’m cooking more, seeing uplifting stories The fact that all the original bad news is
being proved to be fake news finding new ways to spend time with housemates Family time Our leavers day was early so we ordered Pizza and signed shirts to say goodbye properly Positive news stories, talking to my
friends, hearing my teachers tell my they are proud of the work I’ve put in Less polution Learning a new skill and taking time to make new plans That we’re all safe Happy because the sun was shining People around me are
being more respectful with each other Relaxation. Relief from social anxiety I’ve gotten closer to my family Time for creativity Some time to work on myself and relax Just having more time to do more things I love to do
now exams are cancelled having a better sense of communication with my friends, family and boyfriend Going for walks in the sun, having time to learn new skills My community utilising socia media to help strangers.
Restaurants and takeaways donating meals to all the staff on my ward Seeing how people are all pulling together to help each other I went shopping in a penguin suit to spread joy to others Talking to my mother more often.
Seeing everyone come together under political analysis and plea for a revolution after this is done. People are exercising more, the planet is becoming healthier and people are getting creative in doing things Self-isolation
has reminded me to slow down, take my time, don’t rush and to appreciate the small things and interactions. Learning how to cook, shop, garden Community spirit all in it together Feeling more rested Creativity, community, temp impact on environment Praying and staying connected with close friends and family. The coming together of young people to support each other That we might learn from this pandemic and change the world for
the better Getting to know people better, finding calm, appreciating the outside Positivity towards NHS and keyworkes The planet is getting some time to heal my neighbourhood clapping and singing together How we can
all learn from this to create a better society Still chatting with friends The positive things were the immense number of local and national volunteers I’ve seen stepping up. It gives me hope especially in a community dominated by people denying the issue Positive stories of what people are doing to help others Banding together I’m inspired by the prospect that people will appreciate their public services even more and band together as
communities. What really matters are schools, health services, mental health and wellbeing in a time like this and these things should be there ALL the time Online dance classes have been a source of normality Enjoying
small things Realising life is so precious and that we have so many things to be thankful for. And that god is always here Social media accounts trying to encourage positivity Time to myself. Exercise for the first time. Just
chilling. A break on things. Watching disney films When I was on a walk the other day I walked past a house with a huge mural in the window saying we are all in this together More time to play D&D and video games, uni
became less stressful due to extended deadlines I’m getting a lot closer to my family feeling appreciative of what i have There is nothing positive in my life right now I made a good meme, I lost a lot of weight, I recovered
from coronavirus, I’m speaking with my ex again, I hung a poster and I cleaned my fish tank Taking time to slow down and look after my mental health and my skin (not wearing make up!) People helping one another Eating
healthier and more productive Seeing heartwarming videos of people helping during this time of need Believing it’ll eventually be over People playing music outside their houses, support for the NHS, watching everyone’s
motivational social media Including TikToks by NHS staff Closeness with family. Time off the hamster wheel No exams lowers my stress Hearing about air pollution levels lowering and wildlife returning Patients recovering
News about numbers declining etc. Talking to old friends and discussing mental health with my parents for the first time Shopping small, slowing down, buying only necessities, more mindfulness, more time together I got
given some free bread at the supermarket, weatherspoons gave their food to the local nursing home a sense of togetherness Animals online Felt relieved when the PM finally closed social places. People on social media
from different countries who are no longer on lockdown showing theres a light at the end of this lockdown Seeing the extraordinary community spirit Bee rescuing, watching people be kinder to each other Probably news
about my home country’s condition right now Having a break from college stress- I don’t bite my nails or have panic attacks bymore5 Seeing people following the rules Lowering pollution Read more, eat more healthy The
drop in air pollution and cleaner rivers so the earth is doing better having time to do things i never have time to do. Friends making an effort to reach out to me I’ve become closer with friends, and currently the deaths per
day are going down which is good people caring for eachother, sense of socialism and support Communication with friends Lots of time calling friends Being able to engage in events online that I wouldn’t be able to attend
in person anyways bc of distance Talking to friends Advancements in technology less stress from college, talking to friends more It’s bringing out the best and worst in society Nature, my family and more gratitude for my
life before lockdowns Working in a farm Creating, walking To think about the bigger picture, think what I would do when the dust settles i’m introverted so like being stuck inside alone all day lol Seeing people be increasingly connected and mindful. Having more time in the day to focus on creative pursuits. Time to be creative, time to get healthy (not drinking / drugs etc), time to reflect and try new things Got my job furlough Learning different
things Lots of people volunteered to help the NHS, NHS workers who selflessly sacrifice everything for the good of society Virtual concerts on instagram and youtube The time for creativity Family time, nature being able to
regrow, people getting back in touch with the basics. Reset on humanity Hearing there is a vaccine bieng searched for I am a medical student and the amount of fellow students offering to help in the NHS at this time has
been amazing. Everyone is so keen to do their bit! Laughing with my colleagues, appreciating time with my family. Being with my family Stories of people pulling together Global support My therapist facetimed me Full salary time off work National unity Heart to heart with friends Nothing. I feel like I’m going crazy. Seeing influential people post positive messages on social media. Seeing everyone supporting eachother no matter what race,
gender, location etc Realising I’m more likely to get better grades and spending time with immediate family People coming together to look after each other Planning stuff at home Seeing decorations around peoples homes,
hearing about people helping each other, how grateful our neighbors are that we are helping them Clap for NHS, seeing my company come together, talking to friends John krasinski’s YouTube show I’ve gotten a lot closer
to my friends as we’re talking a lot more I’ve been able to do more cooking and have more time to myself It won’t last forever, be grateful for down time and relaxing, looking after my body- meditation and daily exercise Just
a general sense of happiness, not having school to think about and the sunrise and sunsets, being able to have more time with my family without worrying about how it will impact my other commitments My girlfriend
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Research from the ‘Lowering the Voting

BY J O SH YS C

EDUCATION,
WORK,
THE FUTURE

Age in the UK (2018-2020)’ project
has shown that youth transitions to
adulthood are an increasingly complex,
extended, fragmented, and precarious
process. This is in part due to larger

BY JOSIE PA YNE

numbers of young people than in
previous generations extending their

BY N AO M I L EA

times
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BY RO B ERT B A K ER

education by going to university. This
noted, many of the established markers

Teachers have started
to reduce the amount
of work they expect
from students in hope
that they’ll get more
students to do the work,
but with the amount
of complaints I see in
my class group chat on
Snapchat, I doubt this
will work either.
Eve in Belfast, 16

of adulthood, such as full-time and
secure employment, property ownership,
marriage, and starting a family, are
realised much later in life – if at all.
This summer over 1 million young
people across the UK were due to
enter the next chapter of their lives
- moving from GCSEs, A-levels or

My school doesn’t do
online classes [...] We
get given work and
homework that would
normally be done in
school and nothing too
heavy.
Shamoya in Manchester, 17

undergraduate degrees into further
education, apprenticeships or work. The
summer to autumn period sees young
people migrate across cities, towns and
countries to embark on new journeys.
Times of transition such as this can be
challenging in any context.
Our research confirms that the
53
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Some of my friends in other
schools have access to online
learning platforms [...] In my
case I was given 2 weeks worth
of work for my subjects in a
folder and sent home with
very minimal guidance from
the school through online. As
a result I won’t lie I feel pretty
stressed and confused as what
to do…

NParticipant 6 in Leeds, 20

Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17

extensive disruptions to recognised

I have been using the internet to
gain access to recorded lectures
and to also attend digital live
sessions in which the [University]
tutor has organised in order to answer any concerns and questions
we have about the module

staging posts in youth transitions to
adulthood are a major source of anxiety
for young people during the current
COVID-19 crisis. The participants

I have reached out to my
local mp on these issues
and to UCAS but
no relevant replies
were issued.
Participant 4 in Newcastle, 17

consistently reference the impact of
the pandemic on their plans for their
next step in education or employment.
been significantly exacerbated by the

Some of my lectures in college
have recently started helping and
being there by email and whatsapp.
She has been sending our work
over email or putting it on the
college website where we find our
revision documents. She has told
us to keep in contact regularly
with anything we need. Some other
lectures have not given us any
updates on their classes so I still
have no idea on what will happen
with these classes.

uncertainty and lack of information
which has confused and disrupted their
journeys to adulthood. Put simply, many
young people we engaged with reported
that the pandemic had made them feel
anxious and insecure about their future
lives - 58% of respondents said that
COVID-19 has left them unsure about
their futures. In our current situation,
and the aftershocks which will ensue.

University students also noted they were becoming accustomed to digital learning too:

Protecting transitions from further

Naomi in Cardiff, 21

University is still all going
ahead almost as normal [...]
Meetings happen over Skype
and lectures over learning
central and emails are our best
friend for communicating at the
moment.
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precarity is essential.
Throughout the Isolation Diaries, as
well as many of the qualitative survey
submissions, the disparity in the
BY E UG E N E T H A B O

Participant 5 in Glasgow, 19

Young people’s existing concerns have

experiences of young people across the
UK in education and employment was
55
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palpable. Those at school and college
reported differing levels of educational
support and communication about their
future options, and expressed concerns
about such disparities.
Many of our respondents clearly
recognised the link between differing

Are you
happy with
the way your
school /
employer has
reacted?

levels of educational support and
the lack of clarity for future planning.
Schools, colleges and universities
evidently all have vastly different levels
of resources available to them, with
significant disparities in the extent
and form of virtual teaching and pupil/
student support between and within

BY K RI S TI N A H A LL

each sector. The disparate responses

37.1% I’m not happy,
but its not their fault

from young people in schools are
also symptomatic of an increasingly

36.9% General ‘yes’

fragmented education system in the UK,

11% There are bigger
things to worry about

meaning the pupil/student experience

10.6% General ‘no’
4.4% Other

Our exam board, CCEA,
has offered little to no
guidance on how grades
will be predicted
Eve in Belfast, 16

varies considerably.
There is an urgent demand from our
respondents for proactive and clear
centralised messaging from the UK
government, its national, city-region, and
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[In response to the survey question ‘What
are you unsure about? Do you have any
questions which need answering?’]

Self employment
benefits for newly
graduated people
without access to a tax
return.
How the cancellation
of internship places
will affect my hunt for
a graduate role in the
future.
I would like some clarity
on the position for
student nurses. They
are being put in risky
positions as cannon
fodder, at the expense of
their learning. Guidance
is sitting on the fence,
saying that it is your
choice whether to go
or not, but it does not
mention the implications
on qualifying should you
choose not to attend
placement during the
pandemic.

local counterparts, and exam boards
alike.
Information is of course on the way
from these bodies. What will be the
true test is the level of commitment
made to ensure that the young people
who are currently feeling unsure about
their futures, have the options to take
positive steps in the directions they
desire, or means to engage in anything

@ THEPA ULSTRI NG ER

which may engender a more positive
outlook. Moreover, as Chris Skidmore
(previous Universities Minister) notes,
an increasingly digital prospectus
for university students could leave
economically poorer students more
likely to drop out.
Those in work face similar levels
of uncertainty. Worryingly, 20% of
respondents, when asked if they were in
work, responded ‘I was until COVID-19’.
Predictably, those worst affected are
young people on ‘zero-hour’ contracts
and freelancers. Of those respondents
who said they were self-employed, 77%

increasingly financially unstable, or were
unsure about what the future holds for
them. Whilst the government has made
efforts to support those who are selfemployed, no financial support or help
is offered for those who have become
self-employed in this tax year. Thus,
those at a time of transition in their lives
have found themselves hit hard by the
economic impacts of the pandemic.
Moreover, those who have been brave
enough to have embarked on a risky but
crucially important career path, will have
the confidence in their choices knocked.

told us that they’ve lost work, were
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[In response to the question ‘What are you
unsure about? Do you have any questions
which need answering?’]

69% of young people who are

I graduate this summer.
I don’t know what this
means for applying for
jobs

also now feel unsure about what the

unemployed and looking for work,
future will bring them. Many qualitative
responses from students speak about
how work placements, internships and
graduate jobs - which were set up for
the coming September, have already
fallen through.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies has
reported that new graduates are likely
to be the hardest hit by the coming
recession. Whilst these issues trickle
down to those thinking about entering
the next stage of their education, it is
essential that measures are taken to
address and contain widespread youth
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unemployment.
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ROLE IN THE
FUTURE”

BY JO HN C AM E RO N

POST ON SOCIAL
MEDIA WITH
#TAKETHETEMP
TO MAKE A PLEDGE
BASED ON THE
TRENDS, OR THE
RECOMMENDATIONS
BELOW

BY K Y L E RYA N

recommendations
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Recommendation #1

BY M A T T SEYMOU R

We support the National Youth
Association’s recommendation for the
government to ‘seek out and listen to

Person’s Response Unit, using decision
making and data from a local level to
fuel national policy.

young people’s concerns, insights and
challenges, with their voices heard and
included in decision-making.’
Recommendation #2

Central government needs to establish
a National Young Person’s Response

BY YA N B ERTHEMY

Unit to advise on policy: a cross-sector
and cross-issue body, bringing together
third sector organisations, public sector
policy makers and DCMS’s Youth
Steering Panel. It will ensure young

We have signed the #iwill campaign’s
open letter calling on the UK
Government to hold a Prime Minister’s
Questions with young people, on the
impact Covid-19 will have on their
futures.

people have a seat at the table for
national level policy decisions about
coronavirus, providing a central point for
collating the voices and experiences of
Public Sector

young people on COVID-19.

Private Sector
Third Sector

Local and Combined Authorities
should build young people into their
recovery task forces so that their
voices and experiences can inform
local and city-region governments.
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Recommendation #3

Young people - like all other members of
society should be able to pose questions
to the Prime Minister as part of the
daily press conferences. Under 18s are
currently not eligible to submit.

Youth representatives from these task

Public Sector

forces should then feed back voices

Private Sector

and experiences to the National Young

Third Sector
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First, the public, private and third sectors
should address young people directly in
their messaging and communications.
They feel like their questions and worries
have gone unanswered. Second, don’t
treat young people as a homogenous
group in the pandemic. As this dataset
has shown, young people are going
through a vast range of experiences,
need different support and therefore
different communication.
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Recommendation #4

@ THEPA U L STRI N G E R
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Public Sector
Private Sector
Third Sector
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Recommendation #5

Recommendation #7

Services for young people should focus

Don’t panic programme and design.

their attention on peer-to-peer support

What young people are looking for

and connection. Young people want to

in lockdown is not purely the digital

play a positive, responsible and social

equivalent of your offer pre-virus.

role, and value connection as the main

Communicate directly with your

method to support their mental health.

audiences, ask them what they want

They want to engage in social action, so

and respond to that. The way we

help them help each other.

consume and socialise has changed, so
review, consult and adapt, don’t re-hash.

Public Sector
Private Sector

Recommendation #6

Recommendation #8

Young people will remember how

Funders should refocus grants to

you act during the crisis. Use this

organisations helping vulnerable young

opportunity to become a reputable

people, helping those experiencing

institution of the future. Online

mental health issues and keeping young

campaigns and services should focus

people mentally well. Services should

on helping young people connect with

focus on connecting young people and

each other first before promoting your

engender belief in their futures.

business.

Third Sector
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Public Sector
Private Sector
Third Sector
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Recommendation #9

We support Young Minds’ ‘Parents
Helpline’, and suggest more widespread
advice for parents and guardians on
the mental health issues young people
face today. Guidance should provide
information on the contexts of mental
health issues and how support-system
relationships can help young people.

Recommendation #10

We need to equip young people across
the UK with the knowledge, skills, and
experiences to create a new generation
of digital citizens. We call on the UK
and devolved governments to introduce
digital literacy as a cross-curricular
subject and enhance citizenship
education to embrace the ‘new digital
normal’.

Public Sector

Public Sector

Private Sector

Private Sector

Third Sector

Third Sector
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BY J O S I E PAYN E

Recommendation #11

Central government should allow
evidence of self-employed work from
this financial year to be submitted for
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BY RI G G E D P HOTO G R A PHY

@THEPAULST RIN GER

review, so that young people who have
just become self-employed can benefit
from the scheme.

Recommendation #12

Businesses, with support from the
public sector, should support young
people at times of transition. They
should explore how internships and
graduate schemes could work during
lockdown and social distancing. If there
is no back to normal, then how do these
development opportunities adapt?

Public Sector
Private Sector
Third Sector

BY JO SI E PA YNE
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Recommendation #13

Recommendation #14

The aftershock, both economically

We need centralised and standardised

and in terms of the pandemic’s impact

guidance and a linked up approach to

on young people’s mental health, will

dealing with young people in education.

cause a greater need for mental health

This guidance should give young people

services. As budgets are restructured

at a time of transition reassurance

around the pandemic we must ensure

and positive steps they can take in

that no mental health provision - not

the direction they choose. It should

just to those in immediate need, but

further support schools, colleges and

those which also foster better habits

universities in helping young people

and attitudes - is lost. This is particularly

proceed in their life, in a time where

important for businesses’ internal

transition is all the more precarious.

wellbeing policies and plans.
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Public Sector

Public Sector

Private Sector

Private Sector

Third Sector

Third Sector
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[In response to ‘Because of COVID-19...]

methodology
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BY K RIS TI N A H AL L

In order to design the research
framework for Take the Temperature, we
built on three years of conducting Brum
Youth Trends (our research with young
decade of working with young people as
an organisation.
The research focus was conceived in
response to a media portrayal of young
people, which we didn’t feel was wholly
accurate. We felt that few had stopped
to ask what young people thought of
the situation and how they were dealing
with the pandemic.
Our methods of data collection - from
question-wording to the platforms and
software we used - were co-designed
with young people in order to make the
experience as accessible and thorough
as possible. Safeguarding and wellbeing
were built into all elements of data
collection.

BY G EO R G I A C O W I E

@ THEPA ULSTRINGER
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people in Birmingham) and nearly a

BY N A O MI LEA
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BY C H O

We also took on advice
from the private, public and third sectors
on what they would like to find out
from young people, what would best
inform their practices, and help them
respond to young people’s needs most
co-designed with a roundtable and panel
made up of representatives from these

BY J EM I M A LO NG CA K E

three sectors.
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effectively. Our recommendations were

BY LU K E J O N E S
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Following research co-design, we

Links to the survey were distributed

established three strands of data

through two main methods - paid

collection:

advertising on Instagram and circulation
through a nationwide network of

· Take the Temperature
survey: An online survey made up of

organisations working with young
people.

34 questions (including demographic
information) (6 qualitative, 28

Isolation Diaries

quantitative)
In order to recruit participants for the
· The Isolation Diaries: A diary

Isolation Diaries, we put out an open call

entry programme, where 11 young

via social media and through the above

people from across the UK submitted

network of youth organisations. We

diary entries to us every other day for a

received 101 applications and selected

two week period, based on prompts we

and then contacted participants

sent to them

according to obtaining a representative
dataset. The 11 final participants were

·Drop Your Thoughts: A space

selected based on diversity according

where young people could send us

to the criteria, in the following order:

anything they wanted to, in any form

regions, ages, ethnicities, genders.

about their experience of the pandemic
Participants were then sent an
Take the Temperature Survey

agreement outlining the process and
detailing the content. Every other day

84

The survey was open for a two week

the participants were sent a prompt to

period. Over the course of two weeks,

respond to in the following 24 hours.

we collected a total of 1880 responses.

6 / 7 prompts were universal, with

Survey participants were self-selecting.

one prompt picking up on previous
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themes and ideas the participants had
mentioned. Participants received a
£100 bursary for the time they spent
completing their diaries.
Here are our final 11 participants.
Some elected to be made anonymous
for reporting, and some were happy

ANOnymous
alias/FIRST
NAME

AGE

city

16

Female

Belfast

White Irish

No

Participant 2

16

Male

Liverpool

White

No

Shamoya

17

Female

Manchester

Black

No

Participant 4

17

Male

Newcastle
upon Tyne

White British

No

Participant 5

19

Female

Glasgow

White Scottish

No

Participant 6

20

Female

Leeds

Muslim

No

Naomi

21

Female

Cardiff

White Welsh

No

Participant 8

22

Male/non-binary

Birmingham

White

Autism and
Respiratory
Illness

Participant 9

23

Female

Manchester

Black British

No

Participant 10

24

Female

Bristol

British-Turkish

No

Sarah

25

Female

London

British
Ghanaian

No

Eve

to have their first name included. All
participants have reviewed the final
draft of this report and are happy with all
representations.

ethnicity DISABILITY

GENDER

Drop Your Thoughts
There was an open call for people to
send anything to directly to us through
Whatsapp. Once they had done so, we
would then respond to their message
obtaining consent, their age and their
name.
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BY ESM E STI L AWAY

There were four main types of question
which survey participants answered:
Scale - participants were posed
with a question and then positioned
themselves on a scale of 1 to 5

BY JOSH YSC

according to how far they agreed. Points
1, 3 and 5 with marked with answers,

data
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y
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so that it was clear if the midpoint
represents a positive, neutral or negative
stance.
Open Ended - some questions were
qualitative to allow for self-directed
answers. These were then coded in
common themes.
Multiple Choice - participants were
encouraged to pick one answer from a
list we had provided. There was also the
option for participants to add their own
answer.
Multiple Response - participants were

@T H E PA UL STR I NG ER

encouraged to pick up to three answers,
or as many as applied, from a list we
had provided. There was also the option
for participants to add their own answer.
BY EUG ENE TH A B O
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were aged 14 and 15. They were
removed due to difficulties obtaining
parental consent.
In a number of our ‘Multiple Choice’
and ‘Multiple Response’ questions,
participants had the option to select
@ THEPA ULSTRINGER

‘other’ and add their own answer. These
options were then coded into groups, to
allow for statistical analysis.
When a significant number of
Qualitative data collected through the
Isolation Diaries has been analysed by
narrative and content. Data has then
been used to support quantitative
findings as well as provoke further
investigation and analysis in the

participants selected ‘other’, all possible
answers for that question were
re-coded. In some instances participants
used the other option to record multiple
responses’. In this case all answers were
included in the re-coding exercise.

quantitative dataset.
Of the 1880 survey responses we
received, 1535 surveys which were
used in the final dataset. Of the 345
responses which were removed from
the dataset, approximately a third were
from people aged over 25, or under 14.
Two thirds of the removed respondents
90
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In line with the GDPR and Beatfreeks’
data policies, all personal data has been
stored in a secure way. When data has
been shared with partners, for data
analysis purposes, all information has
been anonymised.
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SAMPLE AND
DEMOGRAPHIC

All demographic information, excluding
living information, education and work
information was collected in open
ended format and then coded. In most
instances, responses could be easily
coded into standard demographic
groups, with the exception of ethnicity.
As a term which implies a shared
culture, participants responded with a
range of religious, racial and national
identities.
In the spirit of empowerment and
accountability, we have listed all of
the respondent’s answers to ethnicity.
Moreover, as the pandemic, and
media narrative around it, has largely
concerned the BAME communities,
we wanted to run correlation analysis
exploring the attitudes of BAME groups.
Therefore, we have coded all ethnicities
into ‘White - British’, ‘White non-specific’,
‘White non-British’, and ‘Person of
Colour’.
Our sample was generally well spread
and reflects the diversity of young
people in the UK reasonably well, despite
a key anomaly in terms of gender.
Here we had 71.9% women, 22.1%
men and 2.2% not ascribing to gender
binaries. Moreover, due difficulties
95
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obtaining parental consent our sample
is predominantly aged between 16 - 25.
There are a fairly equal spread of ages
within this group. In terms of ethnicity,
based on the above coding, 13.6% of our
respondents were People of Colour.
Further detailed demographic
breakdown of the participants can
be seen in the graphs below. For any
further questions please contact Fabio
on Fabio@beatfreeks.com
You can view the raw and coded
dataset here

BY ES ME STI L A WA Y
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LIVING
SITUATION
5.3%

7.7%

6.9%

6.7%

7.5%

10%

9.1%

11.16%

15%

7.2%

20%

11.6%

18.8%

age

5%

74% Live with my family

0.10%

0%

14

15
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7.4% Live with my partner
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

6% Live with my friends
5.7% Live in student accommodation
3.3% I live alone
2.2% Other, including
1.4% Usually
elsewhere now living with family
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Partner and friends
Partner and their family
Shared house
Supported accommodation
Live at work
Live in care
Currently homeless
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GENDER

religion
26.7% None
21% PNTS
19% Atheist
18.1% Christian

71.9% Female (inc. non-cisgender)
22.1% Male (inc. non-cisgender)
3.6% PNTS
1.9% Non-binary (inc. genderqueer, Agender)
0.3% Gender Fluid (inc. Demigirl/boy)
0.2% Other

5.8% Agnostic
2.6% Other
2.5% Muslim
1.2% Sikh
1% Spiritual
0.8% Hindu
0.4% Wiccan
0.4% Buddhist
0.3% Jewish
0.2% Unsure
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sexuality

ARE
YOU IN
WORK?

53.4% Heterosexual
16.8% PNTS
16.1% Bisexual (inc. Bicurious, Omnisexual)
6.3% Homosexual
1.9% Pansexual (inc. aromantic, panromantic)
1.5% Unsure / questioning
1.3% Queer
1.2% Asexual (inc. aromantic, panromantic)
1.2% Other

23.5% Unemployed and not looking
20.2% Unemployed and looking
19.7% I was until COVID-19
18.6% Part time
14.3% Full time
3.6% Self employed
1% Other

0.3% Demisexual
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DO YOU CONSIDER
YOURSELF TO HAVE
A DISABILITY?

AREAS

28% PNTS
13% West Midlands
9% North East
83.2% No

8% Greater London

8.7% Yes - Unspecified

8% North West

2.3% Mental Health conditions

7% South West

1.7% Learning difficulties

6% South East

1.7% Autism, Aspergers
and other related conditions

6% Scotland

1.3% Physical disabilities / Health
conditions
0.7% PNTS
0.4% Unsure
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6% East Midlands
4.5% East of England
3% Wales
1% Northern Ireland
1% Other
105

ethnicity

[In response to ‘Because of COVID-19...]

42.1% White British
3.5% White - Non British
25.9% White Unspecified
13.6% People of Colour
14.1% PNTS
0.8% Other
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Click here for a full list of how people answered on Ethnicity.
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meet
the
contributors
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With analysis and insight support from

Fabio Thomas

Amy Clamp

Andy Mycock

Tom Loughran

Project Researcher
at Beatfreeks

General Manager
at Beatfreeks

Reader in Politics at the
University of Huddersfield

Leverhulme Research Fellow
on the Lowering the Voting
Age in the UK Project
(www.ukvotingage.co.uk)

Anisa Morridadi

Anousheh Haghdadi

Founder & CEO
at Beatfreeks

Associate Researcher
at Beatfreeks
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This report:

BY LOGA N W EA VER

This is just the beginning of Take the
Temperature’s journey - by the end of
this year, we aim to have empowered
hundreds of people up and down the
UK to use this social thermometer. The
report is nothing without the impact
it makes, so we commit to getting it
under as many noses as possible. We
will also commit to following up on all
recommendations and pledges made.
If you wish to make a pledge or take on
a recommendation, contact us directly
on fabio@beatfreeks.com or post on
socials and tag us @Beatfreeks, using
#TakeTheTemp.

NEXT
STEPS

On our website you can find links to
the raw data, as well as an Easy Read
version of this report, and an Executive
Summary.

@ THEPAU L ST R I NG ER

Feedback:
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We need your feedback. This research
is built on the principles of co-creation
and we need to know what’s useful and
what’s not, so we can continue to tools
which will help young people voice their
opinion
BY ENG I N A K YURT
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Onwards:

[ In response to ‘What are you most worried about?’. ]

As mentioned, this report is intended
as a starting point for discussion and
further action. The raw data contains
plenty more insight to be given and as
the pandemic unfolds young people’s
thoughts, feelings and opinions will no
doubt continue to develop.
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Take the Temperature is the first
step into the National Youth Trends
journey - which will continue to give
unprecedented insight into what it
means to be a young person living in the
UK today, whatever that looks like. As
the COVID-19 crisis unfolds, we may be
back for further Temperature Checks.
Young people:
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If you’re a young person who wants
to get involved in similar research, are
looking for opportunities to meet people
or what a platform to express your views
about the work, get in touch with us
on socials @Beatfreeks or via email at
info@Beatfreeks.com
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This report has little meaning without
the action it provokes and we’re
committed to making that a reality.
Want help formulating a pledge or
taking on a recommendation?
Want bespoke guidance through
the data and how it relates to you’re
organization?
Need tailored insight and research
with young people done for your
organisation?
Get in touch with General Manager
of Beatfreeks, Amy Clamp on Amy@
beatfreeks.com
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Press Partner

Resollution Foundation

______
Andy Mycock
& Tom Loughran

Take the Temperature would not
have been possible without so many
individuals and organisations alike. The
project, from start to finish, has been
built on the principles of co-creation:
between staff at Beatfreeks, partners,
young people and funders. We would like
to take a moment to thank them all.
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[ In response to ‘Because of COVID-19... ]

Particular thanks to those who
supported us with formulation of
recommendations: Piali Das Gupta,
Henrietta Brealey, Simeon Shtebunaev,
Chris Murry, Jennie Noble, Paul
Schofield and Joanne Rich. To our
Beatfreeks Youth Steering Committee for being a patient and diligent sounding
board. To all of the organisations who
helped us collect such a healthy data
set by sharing survey links and telling
young people. Thanks to all of the
photographers whose amazing pictures
we’ve used - you can find their handles
next to their images. A HUGE thankyou
to our amazing talented graphic
designer Nerea Pérez Rivero.
Thanks to our Research Assistant
Georgia Cowie. Thanks to our Research
Assistant Georgia Cowie and our Head
of Communications Hannah Kunzlik.
Finally thanks to our amazing 11 young
‘Isolation Diary’ participants, to all of the
to all the young people who completed
out survey. Without your willingness to
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people who Dropped their Thoughts, and
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Out of Sight? - Vulnerable Young People: COVID-19 Response
National Youth Agency
Coronavirus: Impact on young people with mental health needs
Young Minds

UK Youth
The Needs of Young People During COVID-19
The Diana Award
Class of 2020: Education Leavers in the current crisis
Resolution Foundation
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The impact of COVID-19 on young people & the youth sector
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